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Apex 1 is the SRAM speed even the release of the new 1X11 highway drive system, the crank using a single disc design, and the
former set aside in the outside. Apparently this is similar to the Force 1 or Rival 1 suite, while the price of Apex 1 is more favorable
for the user to control the budget. This system with the road bends to supporting the brake variable, but also for the flat mountain style
dip. In addition, a high degree of concern of the highway disc, was introduced into this system. The apex of the < p > 1 in many
design reflects the focus on simple and stable. For example: S350 monolithic tooth disc by X-SYNC positive and negative tooth
design, which ensures stability of the fluted disc and the chain of occlusion; after by the roller bearing clutch damping technology,
reduce turbulence when dial and chain jump and move. APEX 1 can support the maximum 42 teeth of the flywheel, with the 11-42
teeth of the PG-1130 flywheel, constitute a simple and easy to use and teeth than the 1X11 system wide. In addition, Apex 1 after the
dial also with Lock Gage lock, so that the rear wheel is easier to disassemble. On the daily commute and leisure fitness, as well as
the road off-road riding, affordable Apex 1 is a set of 1X11 system is worth attention. highway new APEX 1 transmission system go
away, Apex 1 takes you to your destination. Apex SRAM 1 drive system offers a wide range of gear ratio and simple speed change,
let you go anywhere you want to go. Apex 1 with X-Horizon geometric modeling and Bearing Clutch Roller after the dial damping,
give you a flat speed change. APEX 1 dial highlights : 11-42t flywheel legsLOCK CAGE after the lock, allows you to more easily
loading and unloading wheel group compatible 10 speed and 11 speed 1x SRAM highway system equipped with Bearing Clutch
Roller after dial damping features and advantages of X-HORIZON design, reduce the transmission power of eliminate the virtual
displacement and chain Guide wheel offset increase, automatically adjust the chain gap sealing sleeve bearing steel rear leg weight
314gS350SRAM1x crank set price ratio of the selected thanks to 1x SRAM technology, S350-1 SRAM crank will simply bring the
rider. S350-1 with X-SYNC SRAM positive and negative teeth, for a comprehensive chain control and design, with a very high price.
Each tooth >
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